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THIS book documents a sequenced procedure to design exterior dimension stone cladding. The design approach avoids arbitrary safety factors by considering performance variables that can establish true safety and durability. This text presents a process to select, design, and install dimension stone cladding and support systems.

Within a sequenced format, extensive explanations with new engineering applications enhance recognized industry practices and include successful exemplars to guide objective and rational decisions.

This approach increases awareness of the individual influences that affect exterior wall performance. These influences, termed “uncertainties,” can each be researched to establish their impact on the risk of failure. They must be correlated to existing work. Evaluated individually, they formulate load and resistance factor design for dimension stone. This approach tends to provide safe and durable stone projects.
THE intent of this manual is to outline the process of selecting, designing, and installing stone cladding systems for exterior walls. Stone’s physical nature and cladding retention systems vary widely. Their potential applications are widespread.

The engineering process should recognize exemplars before tests. Modern construction should include successful walls enduring in the real-world “laboratory.” It should not duplicate the failures. These past lessons, not just fresh tests, should guide selection, testing, design, engineering, and installation. This approach identifies those variables known to influence stone cladding system performance. Each variable is considered separately within the process to optimize the solution. Applying this process results in better projects for all parties involved. Better walls are more efficient to construct and maintain. Well-constructed walls are more durable. And more durable walls are safer and create more comfortable space for the public. This manual is not a code that formulates objective limits. Further structured practice and research can objectively measure the variables that influence performance. This manual organizes the principles that base such research on those variables.

Chapter 1, Introduction to Modern Stone Cladding and Chapter 2, Precedents to Modern Stone Cladding, discuss the history of stone as it evolved into modern “thin,” non-loadbearing cladding.

Chapter 3 on Determining Responsible Design Values and Chapter 4 on The Future of Stone, outline a variable-based design procedure analogous to load-and-resistance factor design.

Chapter 5, Guide Specification for Stone Systems, advises owners, architects, engineers, and contractors about the specialty of modern stonework.

This manual comprises a process that assists users to rationally select, design, and install stone cladding for exterior walls.

This manual is sponsored by Committee C-18 on Dimension Stone.
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